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Dear Client

Thank you for Purchasing our HTHL-100P Micro Ohmmeter.

Please read the manual in detail prior to first use, which will help

you use the equipment skillfully.

Our aim is to improve and perfect the

company's products continually, so there may be

slight differences between your purchase equipment

and its instruction manual. You can find the changes

in the appendix. Sorry for the inconvenience. If you have further

questions, welcome to contact with our service department.

The input/output terminals and the test column

may bring voltage, when you plug/draw the test wire or

power outlet, they will cause electric spark. PLEASE

CAUTION RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

Company Address:

 T4，No. 41, High-tech 2 Road，East Lake High-tech Development Zone，

Wuhan

 Sales Hotline: 86-27- 87457960
 After Service Hotline: 86-27- 87459656
 Fax: 86-27- 87803129

 E-mail: qiao@hvtest.cc

 Website: www.hvtest.cc

http://www.whhuatian.com
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 SERIOUS COMMITMENT

All products of our company carry one year limited warranty

from the date of shipment. If any such product proves defective

during this warranty period we will maintain it for free. Meanwhile

we implement lifetime service. Except otherwise agreed by

contract.

 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Please read the following safety precautions carefully to avoid

body injury and prevent the product or other relevant subassembly

to damage. In order to avoid possible danger, this product can only

be used within the prescribed scope.

Only qualified technician can carry out maintenance or repair

work.

--To avoid fire and personal injury:

Use Proper Power Cord

Only use the power wire supplied by the product or meet the

specification of this produce.

Connect and Disconnect Correctly

When the test wire is connected to the live terminal, please do

not connect or disconnect the test wire.

Grounding

The product is grounded through the power wire; besides, the
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ground pole of the shell must be grounded. To prevent electric

shock, the grounding conductor must be connected to the ground.

Make sure the product has been grounded correctly before

connecting with the input/output port.

Pay Attention to the Ratings of All Terminals

To prevent the fire hazard or electric shock, please be care of

all ratings and labels/marks of this product. Before connecting,

please read the instruction manual to acquire information about the

ratings.

Do Not Operate without Covers

Do not operate this product when covers or panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse

Only use the fuse with type and rating specified for the product.

Avoid Touching Bare Circuit and Charged Metal

Do not touch the bare connection points and parts of energized

equipment.

Do Not Operate with Suspicious Failures

If you encounter operating failure, do not continue. Please

contact with our maintenance staff.

Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres.

Ensure Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50025703/55/Do-Not-Operate-in-an-Explosive-Atmosphere
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－Security Terms

Warning: indicates that death or severe personal injury may

result if proper precautions are not taken

Caution: indicates that property damage may result if proper

precautions are not taken.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays Power Systems widely use model QJ44 DC double arm bridge

to measure contact resistance while the minimum current of such model is

1mA which hardly find the decrease of cross-sectional area of transformers’

conductive circuit conductor. The measurement of contact resistance of high

voltage switchgear is affected by oil layer and oxide between static and

dynamic contact port, so the resistance measurement value will be several

times larger, and can not reflect the true value of contact resistance.

The instrument panel is ergonomically designed, in line with operating

practices, use high-frequency switching power supplies and digital circuit

technology for measuring the contact resistance of the circuit switch control

device. Test current is DC 100A. In the case of DC 100A can be directly

measured contact resistance test result with a large-screen LCD display, and

with data storage, print, time settings and other functions, and another gear

50A for user selection; custom test time, maximum 599S, much larger than the

standard requirements of 60S; resolution 0.01μΩ and very stable. Meet the

power; the electricity sector on-site high voltage switch maintenance and

high-voltage switch factory contact resistance testing requirements.

II. Application

HTHL-100P Contact Resistance Tester is suitable for precision

measurement for high/low voltage switches contact resistance and cable/line

DC resistance. It also applies to other test occasions that need high current

and micro resistivity.
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III. Products features

1. High current, adopts new switching power techniques, can output

current long time and continuously , overcome the malpractice of

instantaneous current of the impulse type power, can effectively break through

the oxide film of the switch contact, get accurate test result.

2. High stability, under strong interference, the last number displayed by

the LCD within the range of ±1, with steady reading and good reproducibility.

3. High precision: adopts double channels high-speed 16bits Σ－Δ AD to

sample, digital signal processing technique, the maximum resolution up to

0.01μΩ.

4. Intelligent: use high performance CPU, system can switch the

measurement range according the size of the signal when testing, ensure the

accuracy. The over-temperature protection circuit can auto stop output the

current when the device exceeds the rated temperature to ensure the safety.

5. High quality: key components adopts imported components, uses

temperature compensating circuit in perfect design which eliminates the effect

to test result by temperature, meanwhile strengthen the resistance to shock by

using the military connector.

6. Powerful: current could be 50A, 100A, measurement time 5s~599s,

more powerful than other equipments.

7. Friendly man-machine interface: enter the data by rotating mouse, easy

and convenient, can set the data, time by yourself, save and print the test

result in time.

8. U-disk: Store the data to U disk by U-disk interface, combining PC

software for further analysis and processing of the measurement data.

9. Easy to carry: small in volume, light in weight.
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IV. Product parameters

1. Measurement range: 0～2999.9μΩ

2. Resolution: 0~99.99, 0.01μΩ

100.0~2999.9, 0.1μΩ

3. Measured current: DC 50A, 100A, fixed output.

4. Accuracy : ±(0.5% rd+2d)

5. Continuous working time: 5s~599s

6. Display :LCD

7. Communication mode: U disk

8. Power supply: AC220V±10% 50Hz

9. Power of the whole machine:600W

10. Maximum storage record: 200

11. Service conditions: temperature- 10℃～40℃ humidity≤80 %RH

12. Dimension: 360×300×250 mm3

13. Weight: 8kg (the accessories not included)
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V. Panel structure

Picture 1 panel structure

1、printer 2、earthing terminal 3、current output I＋

4、measure input V＋ 5、measure input V－ 6、current output I－

7、contrast control 8、rotating mouse 9、reset button

10、LCD screen 11、power switch 12、power socket

13、U-disk

VI. Operating principle

The instrument adopts current voltage method test principle, namely four

–wire method testing technology. See Picture 2.
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Picture 2 Schematic diagram

The current source output constant current flows through the standard

resistor R0 and the measured resistance Rx. The sampling standard resistor

R0 voltage signal U0 fed to the AD converter to a digital by filtering after

enlarging processing, and then calculate the current value I, see equation (1).

Similarly, the voltage signal UX of sampling resistance Rx, fed to the AD

converter to a digital by filtering after enlarging processing, calculated

resistance value Rx by the equation (2).

0

0

R
UI  （1）

I
UR x

x  （2）

VII. Operational approach

1. LCD

This instrument uses a 240 × 128 high-resolution gray -backlit LCD, even

under strong sunlight can clearly show. Parameter settings and test result are

displayed on the LCD screen. Operating interface with clear graphics, easy to

operate.
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2. Rotating mouse

Rotating mouse functions similar to a computer mouse, it has three

operations: "L”, "R “, and “Click“. Through three operating mouse to move the

cursor, data input and operation selected.

Move the cursor: turn left or right to move the cursor, move the cursor to

the option and click to select the option.

Data input : When need modify or enter data , move the cursor to the data

need be modified , click the mouse, enter the data modification operations,

left-handed or right-handed to increase or decrease in operating , click the

mouse to confirm the modifications . Rotating the mouse enters the next

modification. One by one after the modification is completed; the cursor

increases for full cursor that exit data modification operations, and then can

remove cursor by rotating the mouse.

3. Correctly wiring

Picture 3 Four-terminal Wiring diagram

Note:  The junction of the instrument panel and the test line should be

tightening , not loosening .

② Wiring should be in accordance with the four-terminal method , the

current clip be caught in the outside of the measured equipment, voltage clip

should be caught in the inside, the current and voltage must be the same

polarity .

4. Starting up
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Make sure that the wiring is correct, the access 220V AC power, close the

power switch, the instrument starting up. In it the buzzer rang short time,

informed the system starting.

5. Main menu

Turn on the power switch, the system enter main menu, as shown in

Picture 4

Picture 4: main interface

Move the cursor, switch in “Test", "Record ", "Time set", "U-disk". The

bottom of the main interface displays the current system time.

6. Test interface

In the main interface selected "start test" item, click the mouse, instrument

enter the test menu interface, as shown in Picture 5. The default test current

for 100 A, testing time is 10 s.
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Picture 5: Test menu interface

Move the cursor to "test current" mouse click the mouse, current value

can be 50 A, 100 A; Rotate the mouse to "test time", input data using the

rotating mouse, can set testing time.

Click the "test" item, the system into the "test result" interface.

Click the "back" item, the system return to the previous interface.

Note: test time setting range: 5 s ~599 s, beyond this scope the

system return to the default value: 10 s. In order to ensure a more

accurate test result, recommend testing time to default value 10 s.

7. Test result

In the "test" menu click "test" enter to "test result" interface, as shown in

Picture 6. Interface display resistance, test current value and testing time in

turn.

Note: the current wire has a high current flow, must not forcibly

unplug the current wire, or may cause harm to the operator and

instrument.
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Picture 6: test result----- testing

Be testing, the system shows "stop", "Back" item. Click "stop", the system

stops timing, and current stops output. Click "Back", the system stops timing,

current stops output and returns on the previous interface. Note: the first few

seconds at the beginning of the test, due to the current impact and capacitance

charging, test result unstable. After 5 s test result will be stable, the user can

record data.

The timing time to automatic stop the current output.
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Picture7: test result-----test finished

Click "Retest", the system to set parameters for resistance repeat

measurements.

Click "Save", the system enter into the “save test result” interface.

Click "Print" item, the system will print all the information including sample

Numbers, test time, test current, resistance, testing date.

Click "Back" item, the system returns to the previous interface.

If measured value beyond the range of measurement, LCD shows

"OVERRANGE", as shown in Picture 8, and at the same time, buzzer alarm.

The current still output until the end of time.
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Picture8: test result---OVERRANGE

8. Save test result

In the "test result" interface, click "Save" button, the system into the "save

test result" interface, as shown in Picture 9.

Picture9: Save test result

Use the mouse input sample Numbers, click "Save" item, the test result

will be saved to the I2C storage, save interface as shown in Picture 10; Click

"Back" item, the system returns to the previous interface.
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Picture10: saving

The instrument can store at most 200 records, if storage record more than

200, the system prompt s "memory full ,please delete", as shown in Picture 11.

In record query interface can complete single or all record delete.

Picture11: memory full ,please deletes

9. Record query

In the "main interface" click "record ", the system into "record” query
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interface, as shown in Picture 12.

Picture12: record query

Click "↑ ↓", rotate the mouse, and select the need to query the record

sequence numbers, as shown in Picture13.

Picture13: record query

Click the mouse to the selected records into the selected record operating

interface, as shown in Picture 14.
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Picture14: record query

The selected records can be queried, deleted, and clear all records and

return.

Click "query", the system shows the detailed information of this record, as

shown in Picture 15.

Picture15: query records

Click "print" to print this record, print the result as shown in Picture 16.

Click "Back", return to the previous interface.
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Picture16: print report

Click "delete", the system prompt " delete or not?" as shown in Picture17.

Click "ok" to delete this record. Click "cancel", to return to the previous

interface.
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Picture17: delete

Click "clear", the system prompts "clear or not?" as shown in Picture 18.

Click "ok" to clear all records. Click "cancel", to return to the previous interface.

Picture18: clear

Click "Back", the system returns to main interface.
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Picture19: time set

10. Time set

In the main interface, click "time set", into "time set" interface, as shown in

Picture 19.Move the cursor to the position of the date and time need to modify,

use the mouse input the correct date and time value, click "save", the system

will save the latest setting date, time value and return to the main interface.

Click “Back", the system returns to main interface.

11. U-disk

In the main interface, click "U-disk", the system into U-disk interface, as

shown in Picture 20.
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Picture 20: Insert U disk

Insert U disk, auto archive the data to U disk, as shown in Picture 21.

Picture 21 Data archiving

During data achiving, the right side show the transfer percentage, if

finished it will show 100%, as shown in Picture 22.
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Picture 22 achived

After data achived, file named XX(month) XX(date) XX(time) XX (minute).

HL, unplug the U disk, the tester auto back to main menu.

12. Test finished, turn off the power switch, collect the test clamps and put

them into the accessory bag.
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VIII. Supporting software

1. Software function instruction

The supporting software can make the measuring data synchronization to

the U disk, for test personnel further analysis and processing of the measuring

data.

2. Software features

 This software is green software, can use without installation.

 support all the Windows series operating systems, fast and easy to use

3. Operating environment

Hardware requirements:

Recommend to use the Celeron533 or above CPU, 512MB or above

memory, 1GB and above available hard disk space.

Support software:

Win98, Win2000, XP, Win2003, Vista, Win7, Win8 Windows family of

operating system;

Microsoft Office 2000 and above version (must contain Excel).

4. Introduction to the U-disk file

Open the configuration U-disk, copy “loop installation program" folder to

the local computer and open the file directory as shown in Picture 23.

Picture 23 installer U-disk directory

Icon CONFIG.INI files, for the system required documents;

Icon the program operation documents "contact resistance tester supporting

software", and then double-click the file to run the program;

Icon product instructions;

5. Software operation instructions

(1) Double-click” Contact Resistance Tester Software”; operate contact

resistance tester supporting software, as shown in Picture 24.
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Picture 24 contact resistance tester supporting software

(2) Importing data: insert U disk, click “Import data” button, single click

the file which need be imported, shown in picture 25, click, and enter

successfully imported interface, which shown in picture 26.

Picture 25 import data
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Picture 26 imported data successfully

(3) Report: in picture 26, choose one record, click “report”, can see the

report, as shown in picture 27

Picture 27 report

Can edit the title, applicants and other information, click “OK”, and enter

test report print review page, picture 28:
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Picture 28 print review

(4) Export data. Click "export data" button, "in the “save as” dialog box

input the preserve location, all data will be to Excel format stored in the

computer, as shown in Picture 29.
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Picture 29 save data
Open saved Excel file as shown in Picture 30

Picture 30 historical data Excel file
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IX. Micro printer operation

1. Replace the paper

(1) Press the round button, open the printer cover, take out the scroll, as

picture 31.

Picture 31 Open the printer cover

(2) Install the new scroll, see picture 32.

Picture 32 Install new scroll

(3) Pull out the some of the paper, in the middle position, close the front

cover, see picture 33.
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Picture 33 close the front cover

Note: Let the paper from the paper extends before close the front cover,

let glue fully suppress the roll axis, or cannot print. When replace the

scroll-paper, thermal coating must be confirmed on the top side. If the paper

deviate phenomenon, can re-open the front cover and adjust the paper

position.
2. Indicator and keys

SEL: the printer on/off work.

L/F: in green, printer with power.
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X. Fault phenomenon and troubleshooting

Fault phenomenon Troubleshooting

Boot, no reaction, no display

LCD

Check the ac power

Check the power cable

Check if the fuse inside was burn out

Resistance value

distinctness big or display

over range

Check the measured resistance is too big

Check the voltage input line is connected to the

inside of the current output line

Check test line polarity is reversed

Check the voltage output line whether connected,

DUT connector is oxidized

Check if the measured equipment was closed.

Check if all the test wires good connection.

Rotate the mouse no reaction
Turn off the power to reboot.

Press the reset button to reset instrument

U disk failed operation.
Turn off the power to reboot.

Replace the U disk.
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XI. Precautions

1. Please read the instructions carefully before using the instrument.

2. Please follow the instructions to connect wire.

3. The instrument shall not test the charged loop circuit resistance.

4. The instrument must be reliably grounded during the test.

5. The current line cannot be changed at will.

6. The instrument when not in use should be place in a ventilated, dry,

cool, clean place to store, pay attention to moisture proof, anti-corrosive gases.
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Appendix 1: Contact resistance basic knowledge

1. What is the contact resistance?

The contact resistance is the additional resistance when static contact and

dynamic contact mutual contact.

2. Parts of the circuit breaker contact resistance

The shrinkage resistance of dynamic and static contact and surface

resistance

3. The reason for circuit breaker contact resistance unqualified

- Contact burn out under breaking high short circuit current.

- Improper adjustment not fixed strong, resulting in the itinerary changes,

when over travel serious is not qualified, and causes contact pressure or the

change of contact area.

- Circuit breaker debugging after installation, long-term not putting into

operation, dynamic, static contact surface oxidation, the contact surface

resistance increase.

- Long-term operation makes spring deformation, the contact pressure

drops.

- The physical deterioration caused by long-term operation.

- For less oil circuit breaker, it is possible etching contact surface caused

by insulation oleic acid values are not qualified to become acidic reaction. Or

oil floating impurities, dynamic and static contact for switching between the

short circuit current residual particle carbons, metal powder, make the contact

resistance increases.

4. Influence factors of contact resistance

- Material properties: hardness, chemical property, metal compound

mechanical strength and resistivity.

- Contact types: point contact, line contact, and surface contact.

- Contact status: when contact form oxide film (silver exception), oxidation

film resistance much larger than the resistance of the metal itself.

- Contact pressure.

- Contact surface roughness
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Appendix 2: Breakers conductive contact resistance

standard reference values

Type Each phase contact
resistance （μΩ） Type Each phase contact

resistance （μΩ）

SN1-10 <95 DW1-60G 200

SN2-10G 75 SW1-110 700

SN4-10 50—60 SW2-110I 180

SN4-20 50—60 SW3-110 160

SN4-10G 20 SW4-110 300

SN4-20G 20 SW6-110 180—220

SN5-10 100 SW2-220 400

SN6-10 80 SW4-220 600

SN10-35 <75 SW6-220 <400

DW1-35 550 SW7-220 <190

DW1-60 500 KW1-220 400

DW3-110 1100—1300 KW2-220 170

DW2-110 800 KW3-220 110

KW1-110 150 KW4-220 130

KW3-110 45 DW2-220 1520

KV4-110A 60 DW3-220 1200

DW3-110G 1600—1800 SW6-330 ＞600
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